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About guernsey
Guernsey has enjoyed its status as an
international finance centre for more than
50 years and is able to provide access to both
expert and experienced advisers (something
which is often unobtainable elsewhere) and
the depth and breadth of administrative
expertise required to undertake the work.
Guernsey’s right to raise its own taxes is a long-established
constitutional principle. The standard rate of corporate tax is 0%
and there is no capital gains tax, inheritance tax or sales taxes.
The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) has endorsed Guernsey as continuing to meet the
international standards on transparency and tax information
exchange and Guernsey is on its ‘whitelist’.
The island has also received
positive endorsements from the
Financial Action Task Force (FATF) in
recognition of the island’s anti-money
laundering measures, achieving the
highest standard of any jurisdiction
so far assessed.

Geographic features which contribute to Guernsey’s success as an
international finance centre include its proximity to the UK and continental
Europe and a central time zone.

Recent developments
Building on its pedigree as an
international finance centre,
Guernsey has taken steps in
recent years to create a suitable
environment for the registration,
leasing and operation of aircraft.
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2013

Guernsey establishes
2-REG, an aircraft registry
with registers for aircraft,
engines and charges

2015

Guernsey becomes party
to the Cape Town Convention
on international interests in
mobile equipment
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2016

Guernsey-registered aircraft
are able to obtain Air
Operator Certificates
(AOCs), which allow them
to operate commercially

2-REG
features of 2-REG
2-REG is operated through
a public-private partnership,
differentiating it from
government owned and
operated registries

2-REG offers an efficient
registration process with a 24/7
support system for urgent matters,
something which is considered
unique in the industry

24/7

An aircraft does not have to be
physically present in Guernsey
to be entered onto the register
provided that the legal and
beneficial owners meet the
requirements to register
2-REG allows aircraft owners
and operators to select the
maintenance program to be
followed for the aircraft,
including the main certification
standards available in the US,
Canada and the EU
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2-REG provides a register
for international charges in
a Cape Town Conventioncompliant jurisdiction

LICENCE

2-REG issues pilot licence
validations allowing owners
and operators the flexibility to
choose according to their own
preferences and circumstances

The service provided by 2-REG
complements the island’s
expertise in financial services,
which can be important in the
financing, structuring and
holding of an aircraft

2-REG is able to issue AOCs,
which enables Guernseyregistered aircraft to
operate commercially

Unique registration marks
The registry offers a neutral registration mark ‘2-’. The first few registered included 2-PLAY, 2-HIGH and 2-OFUS. There is an additional fee for
having an out of sequence ‘cherished’ plate but the pricing is considered very reasonable.

2-PLAY

2-HIGH

2-MATU

2-DALU

2-OFUS

For more information visit 2-REG.com

All information correct as at 1 September 2017.
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